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Interface Challenges

01 Web Forms







Forms Are Everywhere
Interface Design Patterns

01 — Sign ups and checkouts 
02 — Search, filtering 
03 — Dashboards, data grids 
04 — Newsletters, subscriptions 
05 — Configurators, wizards 
06 — Online transactions (banking) 
07 — Services (public transport, checking in) 
08 — Application forms (taxes, public service) 
09 — Authentication, password recovery

10 — Surveys, contact forms 
11 — Onboarding, offboarding  
12 — UI controls (toggles, steppers) 
13 — Tables, calendars, date pickers 
14 — Editing data and input 
15 — Messaging, chat 
16 — Permissions requests 
17 — Notifications requests 
18 — Legal consent (GDPR, CCPA)



Not every country has districts, 
counties, provinces or states. 
Dynamic adjustments are 
required, for ZIP-code (postal 
code) and phone numbers.

Dynamic Fixes 
For Intl Orders







↬ via Tina Roth Eisenberg, https://twitter.com/swissmiss/status/1305268698840788992















User Frustrations In 2020
User Behavior Patterns

Tiny scrollable panes.  

Tiny click targets. 

Unexpected content shifts. 

Unexpected page reloads. 

Country selector dropdown. 

Generic error messages. 

Input fully cleared on error. 

Disabled “Next” buttons.

Argh!

Argh!

Argh!

Argh!

Argh!

Argh!

Argh!

Unsupported “Back” button. 

Disabled copy-paste. 

No text input fallback in sliders. 

Draconian pass requirements. 

Retyping complex input. 

Birthday picker, starting 2020. 

Scrolljacking and parallax. 

Identifying buses/crosswalks.

Argh!

Argh!

Argh!

Argh!

Cry ;-(

Argh!

Argh!

Argh!

Argh!

































↬ Animated SVG Avatar, Darin Senneff, https://codepen.io/kingplatano/pen/yvqwrR



↬ Interactive Toggle, Chris Gannon, https://gannon.tv/



User Delighters In 2020
User Behavior Patterns

Fast, accessible experience.  

Large, legible text. 

Large checkboxes, radios. 

Input boxes as input boxes. 

Focus and active states. 

Simple pass requirements. 

Predictable tabbing in forms. 

Helpful error messages.

Smart, fast autocomplete. 

User input persisted on refresh. 

Drop-down opening on tap/click. 

Easy undos, edits, cancellations. 

Predictable “Back” button. 

Snoozing notifications. 

Pausing subscriptions. 

Transparent pricing.

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!



Perception
Web Forms
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How do we perceive 
web forms and input?

1Framework.







Solid, Single Entities
Interface Design Patterns

Name 
Full name (first + middle + last) 
 

Address


Street, Building number, Apt,  
Unit building, Floor, PO Box, 
State/County, Zip/Post code, 
City, Country 
 

Credit card


Card number, Expiry date 
Security code, Name on card

Passport 
Name, expiry, place of issue, ID 
 

Login


Email / password or 
2-factor: email + phone or 
Social sign-in or Biometric

Time/date input

Phone number

ZIP/postal code

Contextual entities 







Maximize Typing Speed
01 — Average user types 1 char in an English word in 280ms.  
02 — Average user types 1 char in an obscure text in 750ms. 
03 — Average user needs 400ms to switch keyboard <-> mouse. 
04 — Average user needs 1100ms to point a mouse cursor precisely. 
05 — Using mouse to move between fields, ready to type: 1900ms. 
06 — Using tabs to move between fields, ready to type: 280–740ms. 
07 — Even very slow typing takes 280–740ms per character. 
08 — With an 8-field address form, tabbing is 3× faster (5,9s vs. 15,2s). 
09 — Avoid switching keyboard <-> mouse input as far as possible. 
10 — With autofill, completion times are reduced by around 30%.

Web Forms UX



Input Budgets For Forms
01 — Typing on mobile is still slow and inaccurate. 
02 — Changing input source (tap/type/scroll) is expensive. 
03 — Input flow is rarely linear: a lot of movement back and forth. 
04 — With text input, typos/errors are inevitable. 
05 — Error messages are often overlooked. 
06 — Touch input is always faster/better than text input.

Interface Design Patterns



Input Budgets For Forms
01 — Always prefer (large) buttons, toggles, sliders.  
02 — When typing, let users stay on keypad + autocomplete. 
03 — Set a safety net with smart defaults, forgiving input. 
04 — Make use of autofill with the autocomplete attribute. 
05 — Persist the data upon refresh (storing in localStorage). 
06 — Measure completion time with a min # of taps per form. 
07 — Measure complexity with a max # of input fields per step.

Interface Design Patterns





Right Timing For Input
01 — When’s the right time for any given action?  
02 — When’s the right time to verify email? 
03 — When’s the right time to ask for a password? 
04 — When’s the right time to ask for location permission? 
05 — When’s the right time to ask for push notifications? 
06 — When’s the right time to move users into the funnel? 
07 — What’s the minimum needed to get started? 

Interface Design Patterns



Input Types02

Web Forms



How do we pick the 
right input types?

2Framework.





Text Boxes are Text Boxes

+ Obvious if look like a text box, 
with good padding + bordered.

Large boxes are easy to fill 
in, edit and review (18px+).

The choice of labels and 
placeholders needs care.

Need care for keyboard 
choice, autofocus, autofill, 
autocorrect, capitalization.

Width gives a clue as to the 
length of the input it requires.

Need a clear label association, 
a predictable tab order, focus 
and active styles to be accessible.

+

+

! !

!





Labels and Placeholders

+ Top-aligned labels perform 
best: avoid localization issues.

Single-column layout 
generally performs best.

Labels set expectations, 
placeholders help fulfill them.

Make sure to add hints for 
sensitive input (e.g. password, 
phone number, gender).

Perfectly accessible by default; 
lettercase is often friendlier. 

Avoid left-aligned labels: 
issues on small viewports, 
zooming, dense wrapping.

+

+

! !

!



Floating Labels Need Care
Adam Silver on

Floating labels act as placeholders, and as 
such don’t leave space for any extra hints. 
By design, they are often hard to read, usually 
can’t be lengthy, can be mistaken for a real 
pre-filled value and can be cropped on mobile.

“

“Form Design Patterns”, published by Smashing Magazine



Placeholder issues
Adam Silver on

Placeholders disappear when the user types, 
users often mistake a placeholder for a value, 
skipping the field and causing errors later. 
Some screen readers don’t announce them, 
and long hint text may get cut off.

“

“Form Design Patterns”, published by Smashing Magazine



It’s a safe bet to highlight both  
required and optional input fields. 
If not, both completion time and 
failure rate increase. Red asterisk 
and “(Optional)” labels work.

Required and 
Optional Fields



It’s a safe bet to highlight both  
required and optional input fields. 
If not, both completion time and 
failure rate increase. Red asterisk 
and “(Optional)” labels work.

Required/Optional 
Input Fields



Marking Optional and Required
Adam Silver on

We mark something in the interface to 
indicate that it’s different. Most fields are 
required, so we need to mark only optional 
fields then. For clarity we could mark both 
optional and required (Baymard Institute). 

“

“Form Design Patterns”, published by Smashing Magazine







Radio Buttons Are Round

-

+ Exposed, making options easy 
to compare, scan and select.

Conventionally round, and 
often tapped on mobile.

Can be laid out in a table 
for a quick comparison.

Less suitable when there 
are many options.

Fit well only for mutually 
exclusive options.

Restrictive, so usually need an 
“Other” option as fallback.

+

+ +

!









Checkboxes Are Squared

-

+ Exposed, making options easy 
to compare, scan and select.

Conventionally square, and 
often tapped on mobile.

Great as quick filters, tags, 
toggling between states.

Annoying when checked 
by default or small in size.

Fit well for mutually non- 
exclusive options.

Track incompatibility of 
options to avoid empty results.

+

+ +

!



↬ Filtering Options, Philipp Kühn, https://twitter.com/_philippkuehn/status/1255089435953242113







<select>-Dropdowns
Luke Wroblewski on

Avoid <select>-dropdowns as far as possible. 
They are painfully slow and often require way 
more effort than necessary. Tap the control, 
then scroll (usually more than once), find and 
select your target, and finally move on. 

“

“Dropdowns Should be the UI of Last Resort”, https://www.lukew.com/ff/entry.asp?1950

https://www.lukew.com/ff/entry.asp?1950






Avoid <select>-Dropdowns

-

-

-

+ Prevent locale/formatting 
differences and errors.

Slow input, causing 
unneeded extra clicks.

Users often confuse 
them with autocorrect.

Pinching and zooming 
scrollable options is tiring.

- Users try to type into them 
to jump instead of scrolling.

- Users confuse focused 
options with selected ones.

↬ Consider using steppers or datalist with autocomplete. 





Prefer Steppers and Buttons

-

+ Steppers are great for quick, 
predictable, granular changes.

Steppers are great for a small 
number of options (<10).

Can be used for quantities, 
time jumps, nav, sliders.

Steppers are too annoying 
when exploring many options.

Great for quick filtering, 
especially with results count.

Don’t trigger on-screen key- 
board, save space on mobile.

+

+ +

+













Prefer Datalists & Autocomplete

-

+ Marry flexibility of a text box 
with assurance of a select-box.

No need to scroll to 
find the right option.

Could be used to display 
direct results and categories.

Have to be smart enough to 
forgive minor typos and errors. 
Accessibility requirements.

Great for quick filtering, 
especially with results count.

Frequent hits could be 
surfaced/featured at the top.

+

+ +

+



Input 
Boundaries

Web Forms
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How do we define 
input boundaries?

3Framework.





Checkout Issues
01 — Complex input 
02 — Non-forgiving input 
03 — Confusing layout 
04 — Account creation 
05 — Poor performance  
06 — Poor support for auto-fill 
07 — Poor validation 
08 — Poor error messages 
09 — Poor data editing 
10 — Slow typing on mobile 
11 — Data loss on errors/refresh 
12 — Aggressive validators

13 — Sudden, unannounced changes  
14 — Disappearing labels  
15 — Poor IP geo-targeting  
16 — Poor autocomplete 
17 — Poor tabbing flow 
18 — Poor support of “Back” button 
19 — Unnecessary requirements  
20 — Privacy concerns 
21 — Lack of auto-formatting 
22 — Lack of auto-updating 
23 — Lack of localization 
24 — Lack of focus styling









Company Name

01 — Mandatory 
02 — Pre-fill if applicable 
03 — Any characters allowed 
04 — Adaptive placeholders 
05 — Min length: 2 characters 
06 — Max length: 60 characters





Full Name

01 — Mandatory 
02 — Pre-fill if applicable 
03 — Solid, single entity 
04 — Alphabetic + space, hyphen, dot 
05 — Min length: 3 characters 
06 — Max length: 70 characters





Email

01 — Mandatory 
02 — Pre-fill if applicable 
03 — Solid, single entity 
04 — Alphabetic, numbers, punctuation 
05 — Min length: 5 characters 
06 — Max length: 255 characters 
07 — Validation needed





Phone Number

01 — Mandatory (in our case) 
02 — Pre-fill if applicable 
03 — Auto-formatting / masking needed 
04 — Alphabetic, numbers, punctuation 
05 — Accessible tooltip or hint 
06 — Min length: country-dependent 
07 — Max length: country-dependent 
08 — Validation needed















Country Selector

01 — Mandatory 
02 — Pre-fill if applicable 
03 — Autocomplete 
04 — Auto-correction 
05 — Manual input/selection 
06 — “Frequently used” countries 
07 — “Alphabetical list” of countries 
08 — Fixed height of 7.5 cells



Country Selector

09 — Detection by IP (depends) 
10 — Manual input/selection  
11 — Input: alphabetical + spaces 
12 — Show dropdown on focus 
13 — Accepting abbreviations 
14 — Validation needed 
15 — Upon selection, move to ZIP 
16 — Country change impacts UI



Localization Based on Country
Interface Design Patterns

01 — Adjust the currency 
02 — Adjust wording on labels 
03 — Adjust spelling on buttons 
04 — Adjust formatting on dates, times 
05 — Adjust input masks 
06 — Adjust text hints 
07 — Zip code <> Postal code 
08 — City, State <> City, County 
09 — Placeholder for company name

10 — Placeholder for email  
11 — Placeholder for phone  
12 — Placeholder for Zip/Postal 
13 — Placeholder for City/State  
14 — Mask for Zip/Postal 
15 — Mask for phone number 
16 — Input fields width (zip code) 
17 — VAT calculation and taxes 
18 — Legal requirements (GDPR/CCPA)









ZIP / Postcode
01 — Mandatory 
02 — Pre-fill if applicable 
03 — Varies much due to country  
04 — Varies in naming, length, chars 
05 — Varies in masking, min/max 
06 — Between 4 and 11 chars 
07 — Outward/inward code format  
08 — Manual input + validation 
09 — Formatting applied after input



ZIP / Postcode

With a given ZIP or postal code, 
sometimes we can detect the city, 
state, and in some cases (mostly 
US), even the full address. It 
might be a good idea to ask for a 
ZIP code early and autocomplete.







City

01 — Mandatory 
02 — Pre-fill if applicable 
03 — Pre-fill based on Zip if possible 
04 — Alphanumeric 
05 — Min length: 2 chars 
06 — Max length: 24 chars 
07 — Placeholder: %Capital% / None 
08 — Pre-fill state based on the city







Address Lookup

Combining all address input into 
an autocomplete widget. As a 
fallback, we need to provide an 
option to enter full address 
manually as well.





The Right 
Layout

Web Forms

04



How do we lay out 
input elements?

4







One-Thing-Per-Page
Tim Paul on

We could either display one question per 
page, or all questions on a single page or 
use an accordion pattern: a single page, 
but previous questions are collapsed. 

“

“One thing per page”, Gov.uk



One-Thing-Per-Page
Tim Paul on

One question per page works best. Users 
find them easier to use, they work well on 
mobile devices and they’re better at 
handling things like errors, branches, 
loops and saving progress. 

“

“One thing per page”, Gov.uk



One-Thing-Per-Page Flow
01 — Display only one complex entity at a time. 
02 — Errors are caught and shown early and often. 
03 — Adds a sense of progression and increases momentum. 
04 — Reduces the need to scroll up and down a lot. 
05 — Ideally, show at most 6-7 input fields per page.

Interface Design Patterns











↬ Mind The Gap, Luke Wroblewski, https://youtu.be/mAiNdU1go1A















Healthy Business MetricsHealthy Business MetricsHealthy Business Metrics Mix

Conversion rate. 

Time to repeat purchase. 

Progressive privacy rate. 

Time to first share. 

Time to first purchase. 

Time to first upgrade. 

Custom perf metrics. 

Life-time value.

Increase!

Increase!

Sales and marketing costs. 

Customer support inquiries. 

Confusing encounters per visit. 

Negative encounters per visit. 

Total cost and ratio of returns. 

Ratio of negative reviews. 

“Marked as spam” signal. 

“Turn-around” score.

Psychology of eCommerce

Reduce!

Increase!

Measure!

Improve!

Reduce!

Reduce!

Reduce!

Improve!

Reduce!

Reduce!

Reduce!

Reduce!

Reduce!

Reduce!



































First Impression

The first thing a customer is exposed to 
has a disproportionate impact on how 
they perceive, use and will think about 
the product — in eCommerce, and in any 
product or service.

eCommerce UX



↬ Menu Icons, Alex Münch, https://twitter.com/alexmuench/status/1090550334286692352











↬ Google Conversions, Luke Wroblewski, https://twitter.com/lukew/status/1182314747997278209

















Web Forms

Managing Typos05



How do we manage 
errors and typos?

5Framework.





Inline Validation
Luke Wroblewski on

There are three types of inline validation: 
premature validation (on input focus), 
immediate validation (as a user types) and 
late validation (user has left the field, onblur). 
They all interrupt users too early or too late.

“

“Inline Validation in Forms”, A List Apart









Inline Validation
Mihael Konjević on

There are three types of inline validation: 
premature validation (on input focus), 
immediate validation (as a user types) and 
late validation (user has left the field, onblur). 
They all interrupt users too early or too late.

“

“Inline Validation in Forms: Designing The Experience”, Medium



Reward Early, Punish Late
01 — For every input, set a min threshold of characters. 
02 — Start validating only if that threshold is reached. 
03 — If there is an error, show it immediately as you detect it. 
04 — Show ‘success’ only if the the user has moved to the next field. 
05 — Editing a field that was valid: validate after data entry. 
06 — Editing a field that was invalid: validate during data entry.

Mihael Konjević on

“Inline Validation in Forms: Designing The Experience”, Medium 
https://medium.com/wdstack/inline-validation-in-forms-designing-the-experience-123fb34088ce#.fl86493cl 













↬ Illustrations by Jordan Moore, https://twitter.com/jordanmoore/status/1250026238762266624







Actionable Error Messages
01 — Every message should drive user towards fixing the error. 
02 — It’s worth investing time in adaptive error messages. 
03 — Upon submit, scroll the user to the first error and focus on it. 
04 — ...or display the error above the submit button on click. 
05 — If many errors, display a summary of errors on the top. 
06 — Display the error message just above the input field. 
07 — Show the number of errors in the tab title as a prefix. 
08 — To prevent mistakes, use auto-suggest and buttons.

Inline Validation









Disabling Submit Buttons
Adam Silver on

Disabled buttons don’t explain what’s wrong. 
Sometimes users are left wondering what’s 
missing. They are not focusable and hard to 
read as they are grayed out. With enabled 
buttons we can better highlight all the errors.

“

“Form Design Patterns”, published by Smashing Magazine







Email Verification unnecessary

60% of customers will consistently copy/
paste their email address when asked to 
verify it in the eCommerce checkout, 
especially on mobile.

“

Baymard Institute, baymard.com

Authentication UX















↬ Password validation, Andreas Storm, https://dribbble.com/shots/4879135-Password-validation



↬ Fintech onboarding, Piotr Sliwa, https://dribbble.com/shots/4957240-Fintech-Onboarding-Principles



↬ Better password form fields, Paul Lewis, https://aerotwist.com/blog/better-password-form-fields/



↬ Better password form fields, Paul Lewis, https://aerotwist.com/blog/better-password-form-fields/



↬ Better password form fields, Paul Lewis, https://aerotwist.com/blog/better-password-form-fields/



↬ Dial login, Nikita Shishkin, https://dribbble.com/shots/3031437-Dial-login



Show & Hide Pattern
Adam Silver on

When we obscure passwords, or ask users to 
confirm them, we make it harder to fix typos 
— users just delete entire input and start over. 
Always let users reveal their password. Use a 
checkbox with a persistent label (“Show 
Password”) or change button’s state, not label. 

“





Usability > Security

If a product is not usable, it’s also not 
secure. That’s when people start using 
private email accounts and put passwords 
on stick-it-notes because they forget them.

“

Jared Spool, UIE.com

Authentication UX











Security-Related Behavior
Authentication UX

01 — We log in 15-20 times a day, seamless or explicitly. 
02 — We tend to have 4.5 emails, used regularly. 
03 — We tend to reuse passwords for “simple” accounts. 
04 — We are really bad at remembering email/pass combos. 
04 — We are really good at bypassing complexity with lifehacks. 
05 — Most security breaches target DBs, not individual users. 
06 — Strict security has a significant business cost. 
07 — Fishing is a much higher threat than insecure passwords.







↬ Password strength indicator, Claudio Scotto, https://dribbble.com/shots/4584825-Password-Strength



↬ Show password, Prekesh, https://dribbble.com/shots/4298963-Show-password





Usability > Security
Authentication UX

Authentication is always a hurdle. As users, 
we can’t be trusted until our identities have 
been established, we’ve been authenticated 
in saying who we are and we are authorized 
for the transaction we need to perform. 

“

Jared Spool, UIE.com



Usability > Security
Authentication UX

We try to make it easy to use for people who 
should have access, often making it totally 
unusable for people who don’t have access. 
We need to think in terms of stages of 
security and layers of authentication.

“

Jared Spool, UIE.com



Severe Security Measures
Authentication UX

01 — Requiring email confirmation to proceed. 
02 — Disabling sign up with an “already existing” email. 
03 — Overly strict password requirements. 
04 — Setting up a 2-factor-authentication too early. 
05 — Brand new password setup during pass recovery. 
06 — Limiting pass attempts and emporary account lockouts. 
07 — Identifying images (store fronts/cars). 
08 — Accessibility issues with visual recognition (CAPTCHA). 
09 — Not revealing the whether login or pass is wrong. 
10 — All ultimate examples of unloading our problems onto users.











CAPTCHA Performance
Authentication UX

On average, a user needs around 9.8 seconds 
to solve a text-based CAPTCHA, and it takes 
28.4 seconds to solve the audio version. 
Notably, 20% give up after a few tries.

“

Stanford University, Elie Bursztein



CAPTCHA Performance
Authentication UX

Bots got so advanced that it’s now nearly 
impossible to generate images that are easy 
to solve for humans but unsolvable for bots. 
AI can solve most difficult distorted texts 
with 99.8% accuracy while humans with 33%. 

“

The Verge, Josh Dzieza









Spam Prevention Strategy
Authentication UX

01 — Use Akismet & Co. to block known spam IPs. 
02 — Ask a random plain “human” question. 
03 — Use a honeypot technique to lure bots into input. 
04 — Use a keyboard-accessible slider to verify. 
05 — Use time traps (< 1.5s) to disrupt repeated attempts. 
06 — Turn off autocomplete for spam prevention input. 
07 — Use legit labels (#phone) for a hidden field. 
08 — If it doesn’t work, load reCAPTCHA 2 checkbox conditionally. 
09 — If it doesn’t work, work around reCAPTCHA 3 on all pages. 
10 — Don’t rely on pointer movements/text-based recognition.





↬ Microcopy for confirmation dialogues, Kinneret Yifrah, UXdesign Medium



↬ Microcopy for confirmation dialogues, Kinneret Yifrah, UXdesign Medium



↬ Microcopy for confirmation dialogues, Kinneret Yifrah, UXdesign Medium



↬ Microcopy for confirmation dialogues, Kinneret Yifrah, UXdesign Medium



Confirm vs. Undo
Adam Silver on

For critical actions, e.g. deleting an item, we 
might need to provide an option to confirm 
before the action is made, and undo once it 
has been made. Difficult for repetitive tasks, 
so we need to track how often it’s used.

“

“Form Design Patterns”, published by Smashing Magazine



Confirm vs. Undo
Jakub Linowski on

Confirmation prompts question user’s intent 
and are often confirmed instinctively, while 
undos respect the initial intent by allowing 
the action to happen smoothly first, and 
recover from mistakes quickly and easily.

“

GoodUI.org



Confirm vs. Undo
Alan Cooper on

For confirmation dialog boxes to work, they 
must only appear when a user will almost 
definitely click the “No” or “Cancel” button, 
and they should never appear when a user is 
likely to click the “Yes” or “OK” button.

“

“About Face”















Web Form Design Checklist
The Fundamentals

01 — What’s the minimum user input needed for them to get started? 
02 — When is the right time and place to ask users to verify critical input? 
03 — For each input, what’s the best form element to collect it fast and accurately? 
04 — For sensitive data input (e.g. gender), do we explain why we need it? 
05 — Do any form elements need hints (e.g. pass requirements, username)? 
06 — Do we have an attribute profile for each input in our form? 
07 — Do we always prioritize actionable copy (e.g. “Choose password”)? 
08 — Do we always prefer tap-friendly components (buttons, toggles, sliders)? 
09 — Do text boxes appear as text boxes (good padding, bordered)? 
10 — Have we adjusted the width of each box as a hint to expected input? 
11 — Do we use proper labels, associated with input fields?



Web Form Design Checklist
The Fundamentals

12 — Do we use letter case for the microcopy on labels? 
13 — Do we highlight required or optional fields, or both? 
14 — How do we style placeholders, and is the microcopy helpful? 
15 — Will labels be top-aligned or right-aligned (preferably the former)? 
16 — Will we be using floating labels? If so, are they accessible? 
17 — Do inputs have :focus and :active styles? 
18 — Have we enabled/disabled autocorrect, spell-check, autocapitalization? 
19 — Do we use HTML5’s pattern to restrict input with in-browser validation? 
20 — Are there any inputs where we need to provide a reasonable default value? 
21 — Do we make use of autofill with the autocomplete attribute? 
22 — Do we always display the right keyboard on mobile (inputmode)?



Web Form Design Checklist
The Fundamentals

23 — Do we use autofocus to bring focus to the first input element on page load? 
24 — Do we lay out fields in a single column (preferably yes)? 
25 — Do we lay out field groups in multiple pages (one-thing-per-page)? 
26 — Do we show at most 7–8 input fields at a time on desktop, 3–4 on mobile? 
27 — Are radio buttons actually round (preferably yes)? 
28 — Do we need a fallback input for radio buttons (“I’d rather not say”, “Other”)? 
29 — Are checkboxes square, with enough padding and large font size (18px+)? 
30 — For checkboxes used as filters, do we track low result count? 
31 — Do we avoid <select>-dropdowns as much as possible? 
32 — ...and use steppers (<10 options) or datalist/autocomplete (>10 options)? 
33 — For autocomplete, do we surface frequent hits at the top of autosuggestions?



Web Form Design Checklist
The Fundamentals

34 — For a country selector, do we display some countries as frequently used? 
35 — If so, do frequently used countries appear in the alphabetical list, too? 
36 — How do we design the country selector, and what height should it have? 
37 — For autocomplete, do we accept abbreviations (GB, UK, DE, NL, CH etc.)? 
38 — For our autocomplete, do we also accept alternative manual input? 
39 — Do we display the results count for categories with autocomplete? 
40 — Is autocomplete keyboard-accessible, and forgiving of minor typos? 
41 — Do we use a localization based on user-provided country or ZIP/postal code? 
42 — Can we ask for a full name instead of first, middle and last names? 
43 — Do we replace “Address Line 2” with contextual labels (Apt, suite, unit etc.)? 
44 — Can we use an address look-up widget to speed up location input?



Web Form Design Checklist
The Fundamentals

45 — For date/time input, do we display input boxes or widgets with steppers? 
46 — Do we provide autoformatting for phone, birthday, amounts, numbers, dates? 
47 — For credit card input, can we avoid selection of the credit card type? 
48 — As a label for the name on a credit card, do we use “Name on card”? 
49 — As a label for security code, can we use “Security code” instead of “CVC”? 
50 — As a label for expiry date, can we use a single input field with auto-masking? 
51 — Can we use Payment Request API, Apple Pay, Google Pay etc.? 
52 — For inline validation, can we define a threshold per input field?  
53 — Can we not validate the input yet unless the threshold is reached?  
54 — When editing a valid field, do we validate after full data entry? 
55 — When editing an invalid field, do we validate during data entry?



Web Form Design Checklist
The Fundamentals

56 — Do we show success only if the user has moved to the next field? 
57 — Do our error messages drive users to a clear path on how to fix the error? 
58 — On submit, do we scroll the user to the first error and focus on it? 
59 — …or display the error above the submit button (focused)? 
60 — If there are a few errors, do we additionally display a summary of errors? 
61 — Do we display the error message just above the input field? 
62 — Do we show the number of errors in the tab title as a prefix? 
63 — Can we not disable submit buttons until all fields are filled in? 
64 — Do we display confirmation boxes only for absolutely critical situations? 
65 — Can we use undos to help users quickly restore data instead? 
66 — Do we move users to the next field automatically after successful input?



Web Form Design Checklist
The Fundamentals

67 — Do we persist the data on refresh? 
68 — Have we tabbed through the entire form (incl. date picker/autocomplete)? 
69 — Is the tab order predictable and reasonable? 
70 — Have we tested the form on desktop, tablet, mobile? 
71 — Where do error messages appear? Do labels always appear in full? 
72 — For lengthy forms, do we explain to users what docs/time the form requires? 
73 — Do we have an input budget in place (max number of input fields per step)? 
74 — Do we track the tap count (min number of taps needed to complete form)? 
75 — What happens when the form is loading (skeleton screen, loading indicator)?



Summary
Web Forms

01 — Humans interpret input as solid, single entities. 
02 — Always prefer (large) buttons, toggles, sliders. 
03 — When typing, let users stay on keypad + autocomplete. 
04 — Floating labels or top-/right-aligned labels. 
05 — Radio buttons are round, checkboxes are squared. 
06 — Avoid <select>-dropdowns: use steppers/datalist instead. 
07 — Consider profiling every single input element. 
08 — One-thing-per-page-flow, max 6–7 input fields per page. 
09 — Single-col-layout with top-aligned labels is a safe bet. 
10 — Inline validation: set thresholds, reward early, punish late.



Privacy 
Patterns

Web Forms
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Sensitive Form Input
Privacy

01 — Title 
02 — Gender 
03 — Age 
04 — Birthday 
05 — Phone number 
06 — Personal photo 
07 — Credit card and bank details 
08 — Signature 
09 — Passport details 
10 — Social security number



by Paul Boag



Hidden Costs (Paul Boag)
Privacy UX

Dark patterns help increase conversion short-
term, but can damage company’s reputation 
irreversibly long-term. Often there are hidden 
costs that aren’t considered when a solution is 
implemented: lost in processing returns, cost of 
support, sales, marketing, renewed acquisition. 

“



Healthy Business MetricsHealthy Business MetricsHealthy Business Metrics Mix

Conversion rate. 

Time to repeat purchase. 

Progressive privacy rate. 

Time to first share. 

Time to first purchase. 

Time to first upgrade. 

Custom perf metrics. 

Life-time value.

Increase!

Increase!

Sales and marketing costs. 

Customer support inquiries. 

Confusing encounters per visit. 

Negative encounters per visit. 

Total cost and ratio of returns. 

Ratio of negative reviews. 

“Marked as spam” signal. 

“Turn-around” score.

Privacy Patterns

Reduce!

Increase!

Measure!

Improve!

Reduce!

Reduce!

Reduce!

Improve!

Reduce!

Reduce!

Reduce!

Reduce!

Reduce!

Reduce!







Customers have many major concerns 
when it comes to their privacy and how 
their data is managed. Violating privacy 
can be very expensive.



Sensitive Privacy Issues
Privacy

01 — Tracking and evaluating user preferences, location etc. 
02 — Convoluted privacy policy changes. 
03 — Lack of trust for free or freemium services. 
04 — Disturbing and annoying advertising in apps or on websites. 
05 — Targeting with commercial and political messages. 
06 — Unwanted notifications and marketing emails. 
07 — No proper control of personal data. 
08 — Exposing personal preferences to third parties. 
09 — Difficulty to delete personal details. 
10 — Difficulty to cancel/close account. 
11 — Safety of stored data on servers.



Sensitive Privacy Issues
Privacy

12 — Uploading a photo of a credit card or passport scan. 
13 — Use of personal data for commercial purposes. 
14 — Exposing private messages and emails publicly. 
15 — Exposing search history publicly. 
16 — Social profiling by potentials employers. 
17 — An app posting on user's behalf. 
18 — Difficulty to export personal data. 
19 — Difficulty to cancel a subscription. 
20 — Hidden fees and costs not explicitly mentioned. 
21 — Importing contacts of friends. 
22 — Trolling and stalking online.



Sensitive Privacy Issues
Privacy

23 — Data breach of login, password and credit card details. 
24 — Hacked Gmail, Facebook, Twitter or Instagram accounts.





The reality is rarely a set of 
straightforward binary choices. 
Avoid lock-in for “Title” and 
“Gender” with gender-neutral 
replies, and provide an option 
“I’d rather not say”.



Never ask more than you need. 
For their age prompt, Carlsberg 
asks only the year of birth, and 
ask for month and day only if 
necessary to verify that the 
customer is over 18 years old.

Ask Only What 
Needed, Not More



Never ask more than you need. 
For their age prompt, Carlsberg 
asks only the year of birth, and 
ask for month and day only if 
necessary to verify that the 
customer is 18+ years old.

Ask Only What 
Needed, Not More



Doubts raise when private 
information is required without 
an adequate explanation of why 
it’s needed. Always consider 
“just-in-time”-explanations with 
the info tooltip.

“Just-In-Time” 
Explanations



Doubts raise when private 
information is required without 
an adequate explanation of why 
it’s needed. Always consider 
“just-in-time”-tooltips.

“Just-In-Time” 
Explanations

Claire Barrett, “What does GDPR mean for UX?”, February 2019. 
https://uxdesign.cc/what-does-gdpr-mean-for-ux-9b5ecbc51a43









Most interfaces make it difficult 
to adjust privacy settings after 
providing consent. Set up a 
privacy hub that contains all 
privacy policies and settings. 
(via Martin Wiesemborski)

Set Up A Central 
Privacy Hub



The reality is rarely a set of 
straightforward binary choices. 
Avoid lock-in for “Title” and 
“Gender” with gender-neutral 
replies, and provide an option 
“I’d rather not say”.

Always Provide 
A Way Out



The reality is rarely a set of 
straightforward binary choices. 
Avoid lock-in for “Title” and 
“Gender” with gender-neutral 
replies, and provide an option 
“I’d rather not say”.

Always Provide 
A Way Out

















The last thing we want when 
people leave, is for them to slam 
the door on their way out. Keep 
the cost of move low to avoid 
being marked as spam, or blocked.

Create Positive 
Offboarding UX

Trine Falbe, “Ethical Design Handbook”, August 2019.













When asked to sign in for 
“temporary” accounts, users are 
least likely to use Facebook or 
Instagram to sign in. Preferred is 
email, but we need to provide 
reasons for first-class emails.

Users Watch 
Out For Traps



Don’t expect accurate data for 
temporary accounts. Customers 
tend to have “throw-away” 
emails used for new accounts, 
spam, newsletters and coupons.

Provide Reasons 
For Good Data









Never ask for permissions on the 
first page load. Let users engage 
first and invite them when they 
are actually ready to commit. Ask 
permissions only when you know 
for sure that you’ll receive them.

Ask Permissions 
At The Right Time





Never ask for permissions on the 
first page load. Let users engage 
first and invite them when they 
are actually ready to commit. Ask 
permissions only when you know 
for sure that you’ll receive them.

Ask Permissions 
At The Right Time





Privacy Design Patterns
Privacy UX

01 — Translate privacy UX to business vocabulary. 
02 — Measure hidden costs and a mix of metrics. 
03 — Ask only what you need to know, and not more. 
04 — Always provide a way out: no binary input. 
05 — Users are very good at finding a way out. 
06 — Getting accurate data requires effort. 
07 — “Just-in-time” explanations matter. 
08 — Group and refine the frequency of notifications. 
09 — Group privacy policy in scannable accordions. 
10 — Ask for permissions only if you are likely to get them.



Web Forms

Authentication03







Email Verification unnecessary

60% of customers will consistently copy/
paste their email address when asked to 
verify it in the eCommerce checkout, 
especially on mobile.

“

Baymard Institute, baymard.com

Authentication UX















↬ Password validation, Andreas Storm, https://dribbble.com/shots/4879135-Password-validation



↬ Fintech onboarding, Piotr Sliwa, https://dribbble.com/shots/4957240-Fintech-Onboarding-Principles



↬ Better password form fields, Paul Lewis, https://aerotwist.com/blog/better-password-form-fields/



↬ Better password form fields, Paul Lewis, https://aerotwist.com/blog/better-password-form-fields/



↬ Better password form fields, Paul Lewis, https://aerotwist.com/blog/better-password-form-fields/



↬ Dial login, Nikita Shishkin, https://dribbble.com/shots/3031437-Dial-login



Show & Hide Pattern
Adam Silver on

When we obscure passwords, or ask users to 
confirm them, we make it harder to fix typos 
— users just delete entire input and start over. 
Always let users reveal their password. Use a 
checkbox with a persistent label (“Show 
Password”) or change button’s state, not label. 

“





Usability > Security

If a product is not usable, it’s also not 
secure. That’s when people start using 
private email accounts and put passwords 
on stick-it-notes because they forget them.

“

Jared Spool, UIE.com

Authentication UX











Security-Related Behavior
Authentication UX

01 — We log in 15-20 times a day, seamless or explicitly. 
02 — We tend to have 4.5 emails, used regularly. 
03 — We tend to reuse passwords for “simple” accounts. 
04 — We are really bad at remembering email/pass combos. 
04 — We are really good at bypassing complexity with lifehacks. 
05 — Most security breaches target DBs, not individual users. 
06 — Strict security has a significant business cost. 
07 — Fishing is a much higher threat than insecure passwords.







↬ Password strength indicator, Claudio Scotto, https://dribbble.com/shots/4584825-Password-Strength



↬ Show password, Prekesh, https://dribbble.com/shots/4298963-Show-password





Usability > Security
Authentication UX

Authentication is always a hurdle. As users, 
we can’t be trusted until our identities have 
been established, we’ve been authenticated 
in saying who we are and we are authorized 
for the transaction we need to perform. 

“

Jared Spool, UIE.com



Usability > Security
Authentication UX

We try to make it easy to use for people who 
should have access, often making it totally 
unusable for people who don’t have access. 
We need to think in terms of stages of 
security and layers of authentication.

“

Jared Spool, UIE.com



Severe Security Measures
Authentication UX

01 — Requiring email confirmation to proceed. 
02 — Disabling sign up with an “already existing” email. 
03 — Overly strict password requirements. 
04 — Setting up a 2-factor-authentication too early. 
05 — Brand new password setup during pass recovery. 
06 — Limiting pass attempts and emporary account lockouts. 
07 — Identifying images (store fronts/cars). 
08 — Accessibility issues with visual recognition (CAPTCHA). 
09 — Not revealing the whether login or pass is wrong. 
10 — All ultimate examples of unloading our problems onto users.











CAPTCHA Performance
Authentication UX

On average, a user needs around 9.8 seconds 
to solve a text-based CAPTCHA, and it takes 
28.4 seconds to solve the audio version. 
Notably, 20% give up after a few tries.

“

Stanford University, Elie Bursztein



CAPTCHA Performance
Authentication UX

Bots got so advanced that it’s now nearly 
impossible to generate images that are easy 
to solve for humans but unsolvable for bots. 
AI can solve most difficult distorted texts 
with 99.8% accuracy while humans with 33%. 

“

The Verge, Josh Dzieza









Spam Prevention Strategy
Authentication UX

01 — Use Akismet & Co. to block known spam IPs. 
02 — Ask a random plain “human” question. 
03 — Use a honeypot technique to lure bots into input. 
04 — Use a keyboard-accessible slider to verify. 
05 — Use time traps (< 1.5s) to disrupt repeated attempts. 
06 — Turn off autocomplete for spam prevention input. 
07 — Use legit labels (#phone) for a hidden field. 
08 — If it doesn’t work, load reCAPTCHA 2 checkbox conditionally. 
09 — If it doesn’t work, work around reCAPTCHA 3 on all pages. 
10 — Don’t rely on pointer movements/text-based recognition.





Username / Password

-

+ The most well-understood 
and obvious pattern.

Works well with 
password managers.

Very effective, but at 
the cost of usability.

Delay cookie expiry to 
avoid frequent sign-ins.

- Users often reuse password 
(87%) or write it down.

- Strict rules on number and 
type of characters.

↬

+





Username / Passphrase

-

+ The most well-understood 
and obvious pattern.

Easier to remember, 
and also more secure.

Still needs quite a bit 
of getting used to.

Delay cookie expiry to 
avoid frequent sign-ins.

- Users often reuse password 
(87%) or write it down.

No need for strict rules on 
number and type of chars.

↬

+

!







2-Factor Authentication
Authentication UX

We need 2 separate things to authenticate. 
Something a user knows (password), and/or 
something user has (device, key), and/or 
something user is (biometrics).







Later, users might be logged out, 
or a session might have expired, 
but as long they are identified via 
cookies, they can buy via 1-click.

Jared Spool, “Fixing the Failures of Authentication UX”.

↬ SMS Verification API, https://developers.google.com/identity/sms-retriever



2-Factor-Authentication

+ A quite accepted pattern 
that is becoming a standard. 

Comes in various flavours, 
SMS, QR code, app prompt.

No need for password rules, 
easier for signing up.

Delay cookie expiry to 
avoid frequent sign-ins.

- Needs backup codes if device 
is no longer available.

- “Trust this device for 30 days” 
or similar restrictions needed.

↬

+

+





Magical Sign-In

+ Basically 2-factor-auth but 
without a password at all.

Need to only remember 
email or phone number.

No need for password rules, 
as there are no passwords.

Doesn’t work with pass 
managers, can get annoying.

- Needs backup codes if email 
is no longer available.

The link should expire soon 
(15 mins) and be used only 1×.

+

+

! !



Social Media Sign-In

+ Quick and no hassle for 
customers to sign in.

Great if the service merges 
multiple accounts into one.

Users often don’t remember 
what they’ve signed in with.

Requires a fallback if users 
don’t want to sign in this way.

- Users are increasingly 
worried about privacy.

Services often have more 
accounts than users.

+

! !

-









Authentication Design Checklist
The Fundamentals

01 — How do we ensure that auth/security don’t stand in the way of usability? 
02 — Do we prioritize usability vs. security in our UI, or the other way around? 
03 — What are the more sensitive areas which require a more strict auth? 
04 — In which situations will we prompt users to authenticate themselves? 
05 — What password requirements do we want/need to implement? 
06 — What authentication method do we want to prioritize for signing in? 
07 — Is authentication via login/password going to be a default choice? 
08 — Can we avoid asking users to verify email immediately? 
09 — Can we ask users to verify email at review page or success page? 
10 — Can we avoid asking users to verify their password? 
11 — Can we  use the show/hide pattern for password input?



Authentication Design Checklist
The Fundamentals

12 — Can we provide a live password requirement checklist? 
13 — Can we ask for a passphrase instead of a password? How do we explain it? 
14 — Do we provide a 2-factor-authentication (2-FA)? 
15 — How do we explain 2-FA? What’s the flow like? 
16 — Can we replace security questions with a 2-FA? 
17 — With 2-FA, can we avoid the SMS option (instead: QR, app, email)? 
18 — Can we reward customers for using 2-FA (discount, free month etc.)? 
19 — Do we provide a social media sign in? 
20 — If yes, what services do we support? What permissions do they get? 
21 — Do we provide a magical link sign in? If so, when? 
22 — Do we provide a biometric sign in? If so, when?



Authentication Design Checklist
The Fundamentals

23 — Do we provide a connected device/Bluetooth sign in? If so, when? 
24 — Do we have a spam prevention strategy in place? 
25 — Do we really need CAPTCHA, or can we use honeypot/time traps instead? 
26 — Can we set a long cookie expiry date to avoid frequent sign-ins? 
27 — Can we set a long cookie expiry date for checkout (1-click-checkout)? 
28 — When is the right time/place to ask for permissions (location/camera, etc.)? 
29 — Can we authenticate with a phone number and a security text code? 
30 — How do we design and build a password recovery experience? 
31 — Do we limit the frequency of password recovery attempts? 
32 — Do we enable customers to merge multiple accounts (email/Twitter etc.)? 
33 — If not, can we suggest to customers what they signed in with last time? 
34 — What do we do to prevent customers from using insecure passwords?



Summary
01 — Avoid old versions of CAPTCHA at all costs. 
02 — Verify email when it matters most to users. 
03 — Avoid strict password rules, they decrease privacy. 
04 — Consider passphrases instead of passwords. 
05 — Login failures have impact on revenue; measure it. 
06 — Indicate what users signed in with last time.  
07 — Regular accounts, online subscriptions: login/pass. 
08 — One-time-customers, quick sign in: social sign in. 
09 — Online banking, email lists: 2-factor auth. 
10 — Workhorse apps: magical sign-in, with long cookie expiry.

Authentication UX



Onboarding
Web Forms

04



↬ Landing Page Banner Animation, https://dribbble.com/shots/3938570-Landing-page-Banner-Animation



↬ Onboarding, https://dribbble.com/shots/3546996-Onboarding-Art-Direction/attachments/788404



https://dribbble.com/shots/2485988-Onboarding-Cards



https://dribbble.com/shots/2485988-Onboarding-Cards



↬ Intercom on Onboarding, https://www.intercom.com/books/onboarding





↬ Mind The Gap, Luke Wroblewski, https://youtu.be/mAiNdU1go1A

















































↬ Focus on App Onboarding, https://blog.branch.io/want-mobile-growth-focus-on-user-onboarding/











Designing Onboarding
Onboarding

While convenient, design patterns are no 
substitute for designing with your 
customers’ goals in of mind. With 
onboarding, we need to set expectations 
appropriately, so potential customers don’t 
end up in disappointment or frustration.

“

Luke Wroblewski, “Mobile On-Boarding Design”, https://www.lukew.com/ff/entry.asp?1995













Lessons Learned
Onboarding

We need to make sure that our 
customers always feel like they are 
making progress toward their goals, not 
company’s goals. Desktop paradigms 
often aren’t a great fit for mobile.

“

Luke Wroblewski, “Mobile On-Boarding Design”, https://www.lukew.com/ff/entry.asp?1995

















Onboarding Task
The Fundamentals

01 — First ride is free. 
02 — We need location and camera permission. 
03 — We need some sort of authentication or log in. 
04 — We need some sort of payment. 
05 — We need consent to terms and conditions.



Lessons Learned
Onboarding

When we surface information to 
customers is critical. Get users to your 
core value as soon as possible, but not 
sooner. It took 7 steps to scan the bike in 
front of user and 9 more steps before 
they could actually ride it. 

“

Luke Wroblewski, “Mobile On-Boarding Design”, https://www.lukew.com/ff/entry.asp?1995



Onboarding Task
The Fundamentals

01 — First ride is free. 
02 — We need location/camera permission. 
03 — We need some sort of auth/log in. 
04 — We need some sort of payment. 
05 — We need consent to terms/conditions.













Lessons Learned
Onboarding

Think mobile. Istead of multiple step 
sign-up forms, a 2-step-phone 
verification process can establish 
someone’s account much quicker by 
using what mobile devices do well.

“

Luke Wroblewski, “Mobile On-Boarding Design”, https://www.lukew.com/ff/entry.asp?1995

















Lessons Learned
Onboarding

Rules and regulations do exist but 
mobile on-boarding flows shouldn’t be 
driven by them. When asking for 
personal information, explain why you 
need it. Balance legal requirements and 
customer experience.

“

Luke Wroblewski, “Mobile On-Boarding Design”, https://www.lukew.com/ff/entry.asp?1995











Lessons Learned
Onboarding

Put your customer’s goals front and 
center in your mobile on-boarding 
process. It starts from the first screen. 
Lean into mobile-native solutions: 
phone verification, integrated 
payments, explain permissions..

“

Luke Wroblewski, “Mobile On-Boarding Design”, https://www.lukew.com/ff/entry.asp?1995



https://techcrunch.com/2018/10/18/atlassian-launches-the-new-jira-software-cloud/





Onboarding Design Checklist
The Fundamentals

01 — What are “success moments” in our app? 
02 — Are we focusing on “success moments” rather than features? 
03 — Can we avoid intro tours, tooltips, wizards and slideshows? 
04 — How many taps are required to accomplish first critical task? 
05 — What different jobs does the product is hired for? 
06 — What does success looks like for each of these jobs? 
07 — What’s the minimal amount of data required to get there? 
08 — When is the right timing to announce a particular feature? 
09 — Do we use just-in-time education, gamification, empty states? 
10 — Are we using progressive onboarding, creating account later? 
11 — Reveal help when users actually need it, not when they don’t.



↬ Intercom on Onboarding, https://www.intercom.com/books/onboarding



↬ User Onboard, https://www.useronboard.com



Summary
Onboarding

01 — Identify key data input, and focus on it first. 
02 — Drive towards small wins, not features. 
03 — Avoid bolt-on tooltips, prefer integrated UI. 
04 — Too much contrast is as bad as too little contrast. 
05 — Account should be the method of last resort. 
06 — Customize onboarding flow based on intent. 
07 — Speed users up with just-in-time shortcuts/tips. 
08 — Build up an early warning system for new users. 



Smart Interface Design Patterns

Wrapping Up



Smart Interface Design Patterns

Wrapping Up



Summary
Web Forms

01 — With input, we think in solid, single entities. 
02 — Our task is to map these entities in our web forms. 
03 — Consider input budgets for your critical form inputs. 
04 — Always prefer (large) buttons, toggles, sliders, autocomplete. 
05 — Think about the right timing for input. 
06 — Define reasonable input boundaries for each input. 
07 — One-thing-per-page, top-aligned labels, single column-layout. 
08 — Inline validation: use thresholds, reward early, punish late. 
09 — Show actionable errors/errors summary above the input. 
10 — 2-factor-auth and magic link work well. Fallback: email/pass.



Big Bang 
Redesign: 
Smashing 
Magazine’s 
Relaunch

Problem.
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being smashing.

Twitter: @smashingmag
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